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About This Game

What is Tabletopia?

Tabletopia is sandbox virtual table with high-quality board games made by professionals. Already 600+ games and counting!

Play how you want with whom you want: your guests don’t need accounts to play. Enjoy the amazing graphics, realistic physics,
and digital perks like ready setups, customizable cameras, and intuitive controls. Make your own games with no programming

skills required.

What does Tabletopia offer?

Advanced digital arena for playing board games in an experience almost like gathering around a real table.

Hundreds of licensed board games, including both designer classics, recent hits, and tomorrow's Kickstarter releases.

True cross-platform experience: available now on PC, Mac OS X, coming soon to iOS and Android devices.

Automated game setups, shuffling and dealing of cards, tracking player turns, and many other automated features.

Public and private game tables, matchmaking system, etc.
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Ability to create your own games with no programming knowledge required (browser version).

Specialized tools for designing, playtesting, demonstrating, and monetizing your board games (browser version).

How do I play games on Tabletopia?

Tabletopia is a sandbox system. That means no AI to enforce the rules, so you still need to read the rulebook to know how to
play the game.

Choose a game from our extensive library, create a table, send the link or room number to your friends or other Tabletopians,
and let the game begin. Or go to Find & Play section and join an already created table. It’s that simple!

How much does it cost?

Tabletopia is free-to-play on Steam. No subscriptions or recurring payments are required to play.

With free Tabletopia you can:

Access 600+ games for free (some setups and expansions may require Premium).

Invite your friends outside Tabletopia to play free games.

Play up to 2 games simultaneously.

Premiums are available as in-app purchases for 3, 7, and 30 days in the Tabletopia client. Once your Premium expires, you
are switched back to the free plan with access to all basic games and features.

With Premium Tabletopia you can:

Access all games, expansions, and setups.

Invite your friends outside Tabletopia to play any games, including premium games.

Play up to 10 games simultaneously.

Why Tabletopia and not other similar platforms?

Officially licensed games. All the games in our catalog are fully licensed and created in partnership with their designers
and/or publishers. By playing our Premium games you directly support their authors.

 Free-to-play, free-to-share. Tabletopia for Steam is free-to-play with hundreds of board games available at no
additional cost. All games can be shared and played with people who don't have accounts. It's free.

Friendly interface. Tabletopia is developed by professionals with maximum usability in mind. Its friendly interface,
intuitive controls, built-in tutorials will make your gaming experience smooth and easy.

Amazing visuals. Tabletopia boasts outstanding 3D graphics and top-notch quality of all game components and visuals.
It also features a flexible camera with refined controls and custom settings.

Digital advantages. Being a sandbox system, Tabletopia still provides numerous advantages of a digital product, such as
ready game setups, shuffling and dealing of cards, tracking player turns, etc. Game objects can be rotated, flipped,
locked in place, magnetically placed, and decks of cards can be shuffled and dealt from at the click of a button.
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Title: Tabletopia
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Tabletopia Inc.
Publisher:
Tabletopia Inc.
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz, 2 cores

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English
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+rep took my virginity :). Have not been able to get this scenery to load when I fly at any of the Las Vegas airports. Only the
default scenery loads. They say there is a bug in the "Scenery Library", "Add area" but I clicked in the empty white area and still
no files show and the 2 fields called "Directory" and "Scenery area title" are empty. I am trying to get help from the discussions
but so far nothing has worked. Its very frustating and has consumed far too much of my time.. Very good route, but again, not
worth the money. Why make it so short? Marseille to Avignon is a super short route. Can't they extend it to Lyon: then it will be
worth the money. And also, there are many TGV liveries which should be included in this: Ouigo, Camelion colour.... This game
(like Ant War) I played like many others, when I was much younger. It used crystals instead of gold back then. I decided to play
the Prince.

55% Peasants + 45% Monks

Soldier: "Sir, the goblins are attacking."
Me: "Just retreat. We need a bigger castle to defend with."
Level 36 Soldier: "Sir, the elves and their ogre thralls are attacking and wiping our our militia! Our castle is as upgraded as it
will become!"
Me: "Just retreat. We need more men."
Level 36 Soldier: "But Sir, we'll lose over 100 good men!"
Me: "I said retreat."
Level 100 Soldier: "Sir, our land is ripe with plague and we're being attacked by all the tribes. We're losing thousands of men!"
Me: "Tis is fine, just retreat, we shall have 1.5 million men shortly."
Level 101 Soldier: "Sir, we have 1.5 million men now, what do we do?"
Me: "Hmm? We already won soldier, there's no need to move from our comfy hill here nor is there a need to attack the other
clans, 1.5million men is all we needed."

11\/10, would level up every day after level 36 and mass recruit villagers into my kingdom to be slaughtered and die of disease
while putting up no defenses or soldiers on the walls again. Much Value, Such Replay. Buy this game when it's on sale or you're
an idiot. MWHAHAAHHAHAHAHAHAAHA *Cough cough* HAHAHAHAHA *Coughing worse than a smoker*
HAHAHAHAHAAHA. Approximately 10 hours of qualtity gameplay;
Riveting storytelling, consisting of two solid storylines;
Tricky puzzles that sometimes make you feel like a moron when you are forced to look for a solution online (a perfect kind of
puzzle for a point & click if you ask me);
Amazing visuals and a great OST.
To sum up:
Brilliant. Definitely Daedalic Entertainment's Magnum Opus.. help aaa i dontknow americal politics im a 13 year old aussie.
This is really good. It needs more fish of different sizes and colours. Some more background coral and rocks would be good.
The fireworks need to be different colours and types as too the same repeatedly. I definately recommend this to anyone as The
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Blu is good but these fish are right in front of you in a nice small space to enjoy and look real. is detal and movement Very
relaxing. I hope developer gets enough encouragement to make it much better. As it is you can get a bit bored very quickly. The
ability to feed \/ charm seperate fish so you can seperate them and see them in a bigger area. Music is also very good, very
relaxing but you can turn it off for just bublle and water sound. The dome scene seems the most realistic but lacks detail. But I
still highly recommend it and if you buy and support it will encourage them to make it AWESOME !!. Recording software that
allows you to customize overlays, which audio input(s)/outputs you record, has many encoding options and records HD with no
slowdown/FPS drop even on an older dual core processor.

However, to me the best feature is the 10 second recording buffer; you can set it to constantly record and only when you hit the
hotkey you setup does it dump the last 10 seconds (edit: this is configurable so it can be up to 5 minutes) of video into a file. So,
you don't have to maintain massive files and cut them down to the funny parts, just hit the record key after something neat
happens and blam there you go you got the last 10 seconds of video saved.

It is easy to use, intuitive, and once you setup the options how you like them you don't have to fuss with it just load it up before
you play a game that you'd want to record and you're all set.

Note: this can work just as well for non-games and recording your desktop/all windows for instructional/tutorial purposes

edit: updated wording about audio inputs and recording them. Feels like Blitzkrieg with a modern warfare facelift... interface is
clunky, limited zoom levels, no keyboard scrolling (mouse edge only), units don't move as you expect (all on foot units stop
moving with anything in range, can't capture enemy BMP even though the text suggested that you could, primary Bradley ran
out of fuel before even reaching objective... and that's just the FIRST battle which makes no sense.

UPDATE: turns out you have to use a vehicle crew to capture another vehicle. Dumped the Bradley for the BMP1 then proceed
to clear the route and managed to finish the first mission despite a tank killed almost everybody except that one BMP. This
wasn't explained close to well enough in the manual.

There's a gem somewhere hidden under there, but it's kinda hard to find. I guess if you got tired of the typical RTS you can give
this one a try, but I find Wargame series to be better.. If anyone can contact Markiplier or any other favirote youtubers,pls tell
them to try.Most of use want to watch their reactions
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Satisfying.. Pros:
Hyper-realistic strategy
A lot to do + community content
Good soundtrack
Fun to play \/ Rewarding

Cons:
Greenland. The game starts off amusingly enough but the shooting gallery gets old, as well as waiting for the game to let you do
the next action. The chapter where you shoot buttons trying to find serial number matches is so slow. The thing that made me
quit though (at the raising baby chapter), are the bugs. I started encountering bugs preventing me from progressing without
having to restart the chapter again, which forces me to replay a bunch of content at the exact same speed. For example: The
wedding not letting me grab the ring because of some toilet paper on my gun I couldnt get rid of, the baby food being
accidentally shot off with no food respawns.

I hear it gets worse too, the second half of the game needs to be tuned for bugs and pacing.. worst game ever. I'll start by saying
I like this game. It's good.

However this should be called Dungeon Warfare - Part 2 and not Dungeon Warfare 2. What I mean is this game feels more like
a continuation, the levels start hard and the enemy types are diverse. Concepts you learned gradually in the first game are thrown
at you very very quickly in this game... except you don't have all the tools (traps / gold) to deal with them effectively. The skill
tree is nice and the item bonuses are nice but the UI to manage them is a bit clunky.

If you liked the first one, and remember how to play it, then pick this up. If you haven't played the first one, play that one first...
it should be pretty cheap by now.. One player always goes gown, unplayable.. This is a very addictive game but there are major
drawbacks that made me quit: your weapons REALLY suck, the enemies' are way too deadly, the power-up system is all
random and lacking in all sorts of ways and the random generation isn't much fun when it means you will too easily die after a
few waves, no matter how trained and prepared you are. Also, while it cruelly lacks variety, I've rarely encountered any boss in
my nearly 12 hours of play. When I did, I was on a one-in-a-hundred good run. Fret not though, pretty much any second or third
wave will feel like a boss battle anyway. There's a fine line between challenge and frustration and Roche Fusion isn't that good
at remaining on the good side of it.. You just get a couple of cosmetics for your player (which you will have to unlock ingame
first) with this full version. I mainly bought it to support the devs and hope they continue to work on this game, as it has huge
potential but needs a bit of polish.

I would love to see some improvements regarding:

- server stability (lag issues)
- a bit more love and detail on the 2 maps (especially the empty stadium one looks very dull)
- a short Replay after a goal (similar to rocket league)

and most imporantly:

- a ranked mode with rankings for each player and a matchmaking system in general

Keep up the good work guys!. Airship Dragoon is an uber-hardcore, turn-based strategy game. Players take control of one of six
factions and fight for control of Pangea.

I really didn’t think I would like this game. Most of the reviews, and even the description, say it’s for hard-core wargamers only.
And there are lots of comments about bad UI. Not being a wargamer, much less a hard-core one, I wasn’t enthusiastic about this
game until I played it. AD is really fun, though the UI is troublesome. The UI isn’t confusing per se, there’s just a lot of options.
Before going into battle, you have to recruit soldiers then equip their gear. When on the battlefield, you need to press the move
button to move units and the shoot button to fire at enemies. This takes some getting used to.

Each battle is basically a capture the flag scenario. You can place up to ten units on the field and maneuver them through the
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various structures. The goal is to capture the enemies flag while protecting your own, but I’ve yet to win without eliminating the
opposition. This can be difficult because the weapon accuracy is ridiculously low.

One of the interesting mechanics is morale. Each unit has morale and as units die or are fired upon their morale drops. If their
morale drops too low, then they can freeze up, run away, or even go nuts. When units go nuts they fire wildly at the enemy.
Sometimes this results in enemy deaths. Either way, the announcement that someone has ‘lost it and gone nuts’ was always
hilarious.

I’ll admit I’m still not sure what I’m doing most of the time, and I don’t take the game too seriously. But I’ve enjoyed every
minute of this game, even when I’m losing. That’s unusual. This is definitely a niche game, though, and isn’t for everyone. While
this isn’t typically my kind of game, I will be playing more of it.

Verdict: Get it on sale. It’s worth trying, but it has a limited audience and a high price.. It works fine for me but I found it
impossible to win a race in semi-pro and Arcade was too easy.

Heroes of Shanty Town:
Scavenge for resources, raise distilleries, produce moonshine and sell it into your Saloons to maximize the profits, because when
time is up, only one Hero will be able to pay for the ride out of "Shanty Town" and win in Moonshiners of the Apocalypse - an
upcoming worker placement game by 2Fat2Fly.

Moonshiners of the Apocalypse. Rescue the Target and Remain Unseen:
Become an agent of the secret government project, specializing in undercover missions in Blight Chronicles: Agent Decker
[tabletopia.com] - a scenario driven solo deck building game by Board&Dice.
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Blight Chronicles: Agent Decker[tabletopia.com]. Modules of Infinity:
Dear Tabletopians, now premium users can play such modules from Anachrony: Infinity Box as Doomsday, Pioneers of New
Earth and Guardians of the council. They were also added to Steam DLC (so owners already have access), and the base game
[tabletopia.com] is free from now!

Anachrony: Modules[tabletopia.com]. Beyond The Stygian Portal:
Save Haven town from annihilation at the hands of a horde of monsters from beyond the Shadowrift[tabletopia.com], in this
new deck-building game from Game Salute.
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Shadowrift[tabletopia.com]. Make Your Perfect Blend:
Sip a cup of tea as you buy ingredients, solve puzzles, and combine flavours with family and friends! Immerse yourself in the
beautiful and thematic world of Chai[tabletopia.com], an upcoming card game by Deep Aqua Games.

Chai[tabletopia.com]. It Gets Worse Here Every Day:
Take on the role of a crew leader using cash and goodies to take over territories in the jungle. But beware. Everyone wants a
piece of the pie and others are furthering their claim, and tightening their grasp on territories they control. Gather the crew,
weapons, and abilities to fight them in Welcome to the Jungle[tabletopia.com] - new area control card drafting game by Coffee
Cake Gaming.
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Welcome to the Jungle[tabletopia.com]. Woe to the Vanquished:
Challenge yourself as Roman patrician trying solve problems with barbarians, workers, mercenaries and senators in semi-
competitive game of decline and treachery!

Vae Victis[tabletopia.com]
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